
CS95 MCA2 

To impart a feeling of security and ritual while driving. 



Intelligent 7-Seat SUV 

Design 
Hard Styling body design with Michelin R20 

Dot matrix grille 

Horizon rear tail lamp 

NAPPA seat with all new CMF design 

ALL NEW Blue Core NE 2.0T 

AISIN 8AT Superior quality 

Electronic Gear Shifter 

 

 

Intelligent Infotainment system 

 ADAS L2 

540° transparent chassis enable driving recording 

CarPlay + Android Auto + GCC map 

Induction electric back door 

 

 

 

 

1.14 ㎡  panoramic sunroof 

Versatile& flexible Storage space 

Lounge Aesthetics  

Three-zone air conditioning 

 

Power 

Intelligence 

Space 
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Dot Matrix Grille 
Based on the geometric use of multi-function, breaking the traditional grille design, 
creating a unique futuristic digital image. 
 



Horizon rear tail lamp 
The rear tail  lamp lights up like a magnificent red horizon, conveying a glowing and 
pulsating visual experience. 
 



Hard Styling body design with Michelin R 20 
CS95PLUS owns CHANGAN’s largest body size, it grabs attention by the incredible 
hardcore & wild impression. The Michelin R 20 is painted high-gloss & high-sheen finish 
multi-spoke design, it performs a great degree of silence and smoothness. 



ALL New Interior Design 

‚Dark Green CMF design 
and matte interior trim, 
providing you comfortable 
and luxury experience.‛ 
 

‚Nappa pattern&craft, 8-
way power adjustment and 
2-way lumbar support with 
memory function of the 
driver seat.‛ 
 



2. Power 



The ALL-NEW Blue Core NE 2.0T  
High-pressure GDI Engine 

Max  power 171 Kw; 
Maximum torque 390 Nm; 
A boost in reaction time of more 

than 20%. 
The ALL-NEW Blue Core NE 2.0 T high-pressure 
GDI engine is "Lower fuel consumption, more 
power, faster response".  
 
Based on the previous generation, it enhances  
the combustion-related technology system,  
low-friction and low-loss control technology system, 
thermal management technology system,  
and NVH control technology system.  
In total, 20 key engine technologies are 
comprehensively upgraded. 



AISIN 8AT Transmission 

High dependability and stability, smooth shifting, 
and quick response are features of the Aisin 8AT 
Transmission, which is also found in luxury 
brands.  
 
Reliable quality, smooth shift, Excellent fuel 
economy with rapid response and senseless 
switching; equipped with a number of innovative 
technologies such as intelligent pre-downshift, 
always ready to go;  
 
‘No maintenance for Lifetime, 
product quality guaranteed.’ 
 
 



Electronic Gear Shifter 

The new electronic gear shifter takes the cabin design philosophy, 
performing the integration of spaceship futuristic. Dark leather with a 
geometric pattern appears more sophisticated and luxurious. 

#Convenient,  

#Light handling,  

#Sophisticated 



3. Intelligence 
 
                   



V3.0 intelligent Infotainment system  
Equipped with 12.3-inch HD touch screen, high definition, fast reaction, smooth touching. 
Prompt voice control realizing multi function to make driving easier. 



ADAS L2 
Integrated  intelligent adaptive cruise control and intelligent lane change assistance, 
Reduce driving intensity & driving fatigue. Vehicle radar multi-azimuth monitoring 
covers visual blind areas. Users are more assured to change lanes & to reverse. 
 



540° transparent chassis  
enable driving recording 
Four megapixel cameras: video signal resolution up to 1280*960 (960P picture quality) 
at the same time can realize 3D display, intelligent opening, lane departure warning and 
other functions. 
 



CarPlay + Android Auto + GCC map 
CarPlay+Android Auto, the in-car digital entertainment platform provides content for your 
journey. 
Accurate navigation makes journey twice as simple .Say farewell to delayed navigation and 
out-of-date route information. 



Induction electric back door 
The back door can be intelligent spring-style induction open. Free your hands, convenient and 
fast  with a light kick by your foot at the bottom of the rear. 



4.  Space 



Equipped with the 1.14 ㎡  panoramic sunroof, immerse yourself to the 
clearly visible blue skies and starry nights. 
 



Versatile& flexible Storage space 
The flat-down 3rd row to create 465 L space to meet the needs of long-distance travel; the flat-down 
2nd and 3rd rows to create 2,000 L to meet all storage requirements. 



Lounge Aesthetics 

Nappa leather is crafted to provide top-comfort cabin experience. 
Equipped with pre-tensioned force limiting seat belt to secure the high safety. 
8+2 Cockpit: the driver's seat can be adjusted electrically in 8 directions, 2-way lumbar 
support, all with memory function.  



Lounge Aesthetics 

One car with multi temperature zone 
Equipped with a three-zone air conditioning, thoughtful consideration of the different needs 
of the elderly, children, men and women on the temperature. 


